The cycle code of a graph is the binary linear span of the characteristic vectors of circuits. We exploit a connection between the covering radius of this code and minimum T-joins. We obtain a lower bound on the covering radius which is met with equality when the graph is Hamiltonian or is regular and has edge connectivity equal to its degree. We also solve several other examples and we note some cycle codes which are optimal for the covering problem.
Introduction
The cycle code (usually called cycle space) of a graph r is the linear span over F2 of the characteristic vectors of circuits versus edges. The packing properties of these codes have been extensively investigated in the past without achieving much success [5, 6] . To compare well with algebraic codes these codes had, in general, to be augmented [6] .
In this paper we investigate the covering properties of these codes, a problem so far left open. We rely upon a natural connection between covering radius and the generalized Chinese Postman Problem, first noticed (as far as we are aware) by Ntafos and Hakimi [13] , under which cosets correspond to even subsets of vertices.
The covering radius equals a new graph parameter which we call the maximum vertex join number, r(T): this is the largest size of a minimum T-join for any even vertex set T. (Sections 2 and 3 give complete definitions.) We obtain a general lower bound of ln/2J on the covering radius when r is connected (with n the number of nodes in the graph), which is met for example when r is Hamiltonian. We also obtain upper bounds involving the line connectivity of rand exact values for diverse examples, such as all graphs with diameter two. We find some examples of cycle codes of small length with optimal covering radius. However, for large lengths, the lower bound Ln/21 seems to be an obstruction to good covering performance. The lower bound implies that cycle codes that are maximal codes, in the sense that adding any new codewords will reduce the minimum distance, are very rare, a fact which can be inferred from the examples in [5, 6] and which explains the poor packing properties. We prove the rarity of maximal cycle codes in a sequel [14] by finding them all.
Inspired by our work, Frank found for the covering radius of the cycle code both an explicit formula and a polynomial-time algorithm [3] . His formula implies most (possibly all) of our results in Sections 3 and 4; on the other hand our proofs are short and much more elementary.
We thank a referee for bringing to our attention reference [13] . The minimum distance of a code is min d(x, y) .
Basic notions and notations
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For additional coding theory background see [9] , and for covering radius, [4] . For general graph theory background, we refer to [2] . All our graphs are finite and undirected.
By r we denote a graph (V,E) with n vertices (or "nodes"), m edges, c connected components, and girth g. Other graphs will often be denoted by and i+j. We call the graph or the edge set of a simple closed path of n edges a circuit C,,. A cycle is an edge-disjoint union of circuits, equivalently a binary sum (symmetric difference) of circuits. The set of cycles is a binary code C(T), the cycle code of the graph. It is well known (see [2] for instance) that C(T) is an [m,m -n+c] code. Its minimum distance equals g.
We need some terminology from the theory of the Chinese Postman Problem [8, Section 6.51. In a graph r, if Tc_ V, a T-join is a subset of E which has odd degree at every vertex in T and even degree at every other vertex. Necessarily T has even cardinality.
We shall denote by s(T, T) the smallest possible cardinality of a T-join. A cut in r is an edge set of the form VX= {e E E: e has one endpoint in X and one in V\X} for some Xc V(r). A T-cut (where Tc V is even) is a cut VX for which /Xfl T / is odd. A k-packing of T-cuts is a family (that is, a multiset) of T-cuts such that each edge lies in at most k chosen T-cuts, counting multiplicity.
The maximum number of T-cuts in a k-packing is denoted by v,(T, T). A theorem of Edmonds and Johnson (see [8, Theorem 6.5.101) is
Lemma 2.2. For every graph r and every even subset T of V, z(T, T) = +v2(c T).
Covering radius of C(T)
The basic observation of Ntafos and Hakimi (in the last paragraph of 1131) is
Lemma 3.1. The set of ail possible T-joins, for a fixed T, is a coset of C(T) whose minimum weight is r(T, T), and every coset of C(T) can be obtained in this way.
Proof. Two edge sets are in the same coset iff their symmetric difference is a cycle, iff they have the same odd-degree vertex set T. 0
Ntafos and Hakimi noted that Lemma 3.1 implies fast decoding of C(T), but they did not apply it to covering radius.
For the graph-theoretic interpretation of cycle covering radius, let t(r) : = max r(r, T).
T
Theorem 3.2. t(C(r)) = r(T).
For notational convenience we shall write t rather than t(C(r)) in the sequel, Let us remark that r(T) = c r(blocks of r).
(3.1) This is obvious from Theorem 3.2 because C(T)=direct sum of C(blocks). We observe also that T remains the same if loops and isolated vertices are deleted and multiple edges are simplified to single edges.
A fundamental lower bound is obvious from Theorem 3.2, by choosing T as large as possible. Alternative proof by coding theory. Let w be a syndrome (an element of the column space of the vertex-edge incidence matrix H of r) which has the most possible 1's. If W={IJEI/: wU=l}, then IWI is even and IV\WIS~.
In order to represent w as a sum of columns of H, since each column has at most two l's, we need at least +lWl columns. But $lWl =Ln/2J. 0
The coding proof generalizes to yield a similar theorem for hypergraphs. Let r'= (I",,!?') be a hypergraph in which each edge has at most k vertices. C(r'), the cycle code of r', consists of the characteristic vectors of subsets of E' which cover every vertex an even number of times. Let r be the rank over Fz of the vertex-edge incidence matrix H. Then t(C(r')) 2 r/k.
For a general code C, covering FF by spheres leads to a bound which for the cycle code is trmHF'((n -c)/m), where Hz is the binary entropy function [9, pp. 308-3091. Theorem 3.3 is stronger because H;l(x) 1x/2 for all x E (41).
Theorem 3.4. Zf r, CT,, then 7, I Tl+ T(T,/E,)
T~+(no-Co)-(n~-c,).
Proof by coding theory. Let Co be any [N,K] code and E. the set of its coordinate places. For E, c Eo, let Cr be the code consisting of the words of Co which are zero off E,, truncated by deleting the places in E,\E,, and let C, be the code obtained from Co by deleting the places in El. Mattson [ 
ll, Theorem l] proved that t(C0) 5 t(C) + [CC,).
We obtain the first inequality by letting Co = C(T,) and Ci = C(T,). Then C2 = C(T,/E,). For the second inequality we observe that the covering radius of any linear code is no larger than its codimension. 0 This is a powerful result, as is shown by the corollaries. Let F denote the circumference of r, the greatest length of a circuit in r. We exploit Theorem 3.4 and its corollaries to give infinite families of codes with known covering radius. We now give some upper bounds based on the edge connectivity A. Proof. Theorems 3.3 and 3.13 give the result. 0
There are many non-Hamiltonian graphs which satisfy the hypotheses of this corollary. Meredith's graphs Gk for k23 and G; for k28 [12] have n = 20k -10. They are non-Hamiltonian but k-regular with k = L and so they satisfy T(G~) = r(GjI) = lOk-5. For a bipartite graph with bipartition V= Vt U V2, we let nl = / VI ) and n2 = 1 V2 1. A biregular graph is a bipartite graph for which every or E V, has the same degree 6,) and every u2 E V, has the same degree 6,.
Theorem 3.17. If r is bipartite and has no isolated vertices, then t(r)> max(4, n2).
Proof. Say nl 5 n2. Much as in the proof of Theorem 3.3, let w be a syndrome for which w, = 1 if u E V',. Clearly, w is the sum of no fewer than n2 columns of H. do,) = I;< ":--:) J .
Diameter 2
There is a simple formula for T when the graph has diameter 2. Let us call u E V essential if every maximum matching in r has an edge incident with v. We write p for the matching number, the largest number of edges in a matching in r, and we let a(r) = n-p,
0,(r) = n-p7
if n is even or r has an essential vertex, n-p-1, if n is odd and no vertex is essential, 
